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An example of three Prophets who were sent to one town, all the people denied them except one man who came from 

across the town to bear witness to Truth, Faith and Righteousness. Eventually he was killed for testimony of Truth and 

attained peace. He, even in paradise, mourned for his people, in that they shut the gates of Salvation and Allah’s Mercy 

on themselves. 

Signs Bearing Witness: Day, night, sun, moon and various Signs of Allah in Nature and Revelation have been mentioned.        

The earth dies and revives; Light and the Stars and Planets to heaven that follow their orbits by Law and in harmony!     

There are the ships and the modes of transport by which man can conquer the forces around him with Allah-given intellect. 

Are there not Signs enough around you to bear witness to Allah?                  

Allah, who has created the man, shall give him life again, for accountability on the Day of Judgement.          

When the Last Day comes, men will be taken aback and the Judgment Seat will be established. On this Day of judgement 

hands and feet shall testify. Believers and obedient to Allah, will be blessed, who will attain salvation. Their joy, satisfaction, 

and peace will be crowned with nearness to their Lord. 

Surah (37 As-Saffat (Those who set the ranks)- Revealed during middle Makkan period. 

This Surah talks about Origin and Resurrection accompanied with some warnings and admonitions. Unbelievers are warned 

that believers will one day be victorious and rule over the land.               

Allah is the Master and Controller of the universe and His system is free from the interference of the Satan and devils.     

Scenes from the past- The stories of Noah, Abraham, and other prophets are given to warn unbelievers, that Allah saved 

them and their people from great distress and destroyed the people who denied Truth and opposed messengers of Allah. 

Steadfastness, sacrifice and commitment to mission (of dawah) in all circumstances are the lessons of messenger’s lives. 

Superstitions denied- Claimed that the angels are the daughters of God  and Jinns having blood relations with Allah are 

utterly false. Allah is far above these superstitions and only those destined for the Hellfire would believe such things.           

In this battle of Truth and untruth, eventually true believers who put their trust in their Lord will avail. 

Surah (38) Saad – Revealed at Makkah around the time of first Hijrah to Abyssinia. 
 

Central theme of the surah is the basic message of all the Prophets and Messengers of Allah with special emphases on 
strengthening faith which helps to reform action: 
Quran is full of admonition but unbelievers are in sheer arrogance for refuting the Prophet and his message. 
The stories of messengers and their nations (Noah, Aad, Pharaoh and Thamud) have been told to communicate the 

warning to the people of Makkah in stronger terms, that if you keep opposing Prophet (s.a.w) and persecuting his 

follower, you will meet the same fate as these nations. 
Bear with patience the blasphemic accusation of disbelievers, Prophet (s.a.w) has been advised. 
The story of Ayub (a.s)- A stern test from Allah (s.w.t) in which he lost his wealth, children, any worldly avail, he had 
and  inflicted with disease and distress. But he remained steadfast and a very patient and thankful servant of his Lord. 

On passing this test of gratitude, Allah gave him back his, wealth, his children, cure from disease and everything else. 
Virtues of the Book and Prophet (s.a.w) – This Book is an Admonition for all people the world over. Prophet(s.a.w) is a 

bona fide and sincere messenger who do not ask for any recompense for the performance of this task. 
 

Surah (39) Az-Zumar (  Groups ) – Revealed at Makkah around the time of first Hijrah to Abyssinia. 
 

 

Central theme of this surah is Tauhid (oneness of Allah) and avoiding Shirk. Tawhid brings the blessings of Allah, while 
Shirk has terrible consequences. Other related discussion is about the Day of Judgement. 
Man should adopt Allah's servitude sincerely, and should not pollute his God worship with the service of any other.      

Every person will have to account for his own doings when people are returned to Allâh on the Day of Qiyâmah.          

Tauhid has been ratified by Allah’s power of creation:           

1- Heaven and earth and everything in it submit to Allah. Man should learn from this evidence and submit to Him alone.    

2- system of day and night alteration, 3- subjugation of Sun and Moon, 4- Creation of Human from a single being,                  

5- Creation of 8 pair of cattle, 6- Keeping and  nourishing the foetus in threefold depths of darkness. (1-the belly, 2-the 

womb and 3- Amnion, the membrane enclosing the fetus). A scientific fact discovered only in 20th century.        

Qur'an is a book of advice and guidance which contains subject matter that is clear and without crookedness. 

Human life in this world has been derived in parable- Allah bring vegetation after rain, then this vegetation ripens and 

dries up, turning yellow, where after He reduces it to broken straw? Surely there is a lesson in this for those endowed with 

understanding. Therefore, this world is not something of which one should be charmed so as to forget God and the 

Hereafter and should conduct to ruin one’s Hereafter, only for the sake of enjoying the short lived pleasures of this world. 
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